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Abstract
Targeting zero carbon emissions is believed to be essential in order to keep the worldwide warming within tolerable limits. However the understanding of the term “zero carbon emissions” turns out to be very different.

Universities, as innovation drivers in science and technology worldwide, and as the institutions educating all kind of experts should reach out in becoming carbon-neutral institutions and such lead this transformation. Many have picked up the challenge and quantified their carbon footprints, however up to date this is limited to use phase emissions. Also, there is limited consistency between the reported carbon footprints (CFs) because of different analysis methods and impact measures, respectively.

For the first time, CF data from 20 universities worldwide have been evaluated, partly corrected, and augmented by missing contributions, to improve the consistency and comparability. The CF performance of each university in the respective year is thus homogenized, and measured by means of two metrics, which were already established so far: CO₂e emissions per capita and per m²·y of constructed area. Both metrics vary by one order of magnitude across the different universities. A new metric expressing the economic efficiency in terms of the CF per $ expenditures and year is suggested.

As it has often been reported by Life Cycle Assessment, the use phase impact alone can deliver a wrong understanding of the environmental impacts of a product or an institution. This project quantified for the first time the embodied impacts of two university campuses, which are the Umwelt-Campus Birkenfeld (UCB, Germany) and the Nanyang Technological University (NTU) Singapore. As well this project quantified the effects of switching to full renewable energy supply on the carbon footprint of a university campus using the example of UCB. It turned out that in case of a renewable energy supply embodied infrastructure impacts can be dominating, which is why they need to be essentially quantified. Concluding, minimizing university carbon footprints needs a holistic approach considering all impacts caused on and by a campus including upstream effects.